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Controlling the symmetry of indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion implosions remains a key

challenge. Increasing the ratio of the hohlraum diameter to the capsule diameter (case-to-capsule

ratio, or CCR) facilitates symmetry tuning. By varying the balance of energy between the inner

and outer cones as well as the incident laser pulse length, we demonstrate the ability to tune from

oblate, through round, to prolate at a CCR of 3.2 in near-vacuum hohlraums at the National

Ignition Facility, developing empirical playbooks along the way for cone fraction sensitivity of

various laser pulse epochs. Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations with enhanced inner beam prop-

agation reproduce most experimental observables, including hot spot shape, for a majority of

implosions. Specular reflections are used to diagnose the limits of inner beam propagation as a

function of pulse length. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4950825]

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of laser-driven inertial confinement fusion

(ICF) is to achieve controlled thermonuclear burn in the lab-

oratory using a large number of high energy lasers to heat

and compress a target containing nuclear fuel.1 A one-

dimensional spherical implosion optimizes the fuel compres-

sion and burn. To achieve this, indirect-drive ICF uses a

high-Z cylindrical cavity (hohlraum) in order to smooth the

distribution of radiation seen by a fuel-filled capsule;2,3 the

lasers are fired onto the hohlraum interior surface in order to

create a uniform X-ray radiation bath. Most experiments to

date at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) have used CH

capsules and shaped laser pulses that are 14� 22 ns in dura-

tion, which consist of 3� 4 carefully timed shocks.4–6 A

larger number of shocks can (ideally) increase the fuel com-

pression. However, motion of the hohlraum wall during such

relatively long laser drives can alter the locations of laser

deposition and thereby compromise symmetry control. This

motivated the use of a low-Z hohlraum fill gas (typically He

with a mass density of 0:96� 1:6 mg/cm3) to hold back the

wall in early experiments.2,3 However, such fill gases can

give rise to unexplained deficits in the laser drive7 as well as

laser–plasma interactions (crossed-beam energy transfer,8

stimulated Raman scattering, and stimulated Brillouin scat-

tering9) that introduce new time-dependent asymmetries.

Simulations indicate that the resulting hot spot shape distor-

tions are a key source of performance degradation.10,11

An alternative approach to minimize the impact of wall

motion is to shorten the laser pulses using high density car-

bon (HDC) ablators in conjunction with a 2-, 3-, or 4-shock

laser drive.12–15 The denser HDC (3.5 g/cm3 compared to the

1 g/cm3 of CH) means an equivalent ablator mass is con-

tained in a much thinner shell through which the first shock

propagates more quickly, shortening the overall length of a

shock-timed laser pulse. This allows for high-performing 3-

shock designs that are only 6� 7 ns in duration, which in

turn enables the removal of most of the helium fill gas (down

to 0.032 mg/cm3 in the “near-vacuum” hohlraum, or NVH),

reducing the drive deficits and the uncertainties associated

with laser-plasma instabilities. Even with these shortened

drives, however, the impact of late time laser spot motion

and the fidelity with which radiation-hydrodynamic simula-

tions capture that impact remain key uncertainties.

All experiments reported here were conducted at the NIF.

The NIF has 192 lasers that are first grouped into quadruplets

(or “quads”) and subsequently into four cones that each have

a different angle of incidence on the hohlraum wall. The 23:5�

and 30� incidence “inner” cones illuminate the hohlraum

waist to provide equatorial drive onto the capsule, whereas the

44:5� and 50� incidence “outer” cones illuminate the ends of

the hohlraum to drive the poles of the capsule. In NVH, the

inner and outer cones have the same wavelength (351 nm—

the third harmonic, or 3x, of Nd:YLF), and there is minimal

crossed-beam energy transfer,8 so the ratio of the inner cone

incident power to the total power (inner “cone fraction,” or

CF) is directly adjusted so as to symmetrize the X-ray radia-

tion drive seen by the capsule. The original full scale NVH

experiments employed 5.75 mm diameter hohlraums with �1

mm inner radius (I.R.) capsules, a standard size that has been

used in other campaigns. A round implosion with performance

that was well-matched by simulations was demonstrated when

using a brief 4.3 ns pulse that launches a single strong shock

and achieves a modest 5� convergence.16 However, maintain-

ing symmetry control while pushing to higher convergence

using longer laser pulses proved challenging at this scale14a)Electronic mail: turnbull2@llnl.gov.
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due to a dense feature building up in the region between the

ablator blowoff and the hohlraum wall, which impedes inner

beam propagation at late time, producing an equatorial drive

deficit. One approach to mitigating this is known as dynamic

beam phasing, wherein the late “pole-hot” drive is compen-

sated for by an earlier “waist-hot” radiation flux in order to

obtain a round hot spot at peak compression.17 However,

recent work has shown that radiation flux symmetry swings

can degrade performance (even if the hot spot is round at the

time of peak emission) due to deviation between the hot spot

core shape and the fuel areal density at peak compression,

which results in poorly stagnating implosions (residual kinetic

energy).10

An alternative mitigation strategy is to provide more

room for inner beam propagation by increasing the case-to-

capsule ratio (CCR). That can be achieved by either increas-

ing the hohlraum diameter, in which case a larger amount of

laser energy is needed to reach a given radiation temperature,

or reducing the capsule size, which limits performance but

also limits the laser power and energy to a level that does not

tax the NIF laser too heavily. Taking the latter approach,

here we present results in 5.75 mm hohlraums with 844 lm

I.R. capsules, which have the same CCR as (and which we

therefore dub the “subscale” version of) a 6.72 mm hohlraum

with the standard 1 mm I.R. capsule.17 The results demon-

strate the ability to tune from oblate, through round, to pro-

late at a CCR of 3.2. HYDRA, a radiation-hydrodynamic

code that is intended to capture the most important aspects

of an indirect-drive ICF implosion,18 is used to simulate the

experiments. By enhancing inner beam propagation in the

code, most implosion performance metrics (including hot

spot shape) are well-reproduced for a majority of experi-

ments. Two pairs of experiments were carried out in which a

cone fraction adjustment during a single epoch of the laser

pulse was the only change, in order to derive empirical play-

books for hot spot shape control. Several experiments were

carried out with extended laser pulses intended to probe the

limits of inner beam propagation and how well the model

could predict hot spot shape once the inner cones are signifi-

cantly impeded. Finally, since an integrated metric such as

hot spot shape could be misleading as a means of diagnosing

inner beam propagation, inner cone specular reflections that

exit the hohlraum—an indicator of inner beam propaga-

tion—are analyzed for further insight into hohlraum filling

dynamics on each implosion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The six shots reported here employed hohlaum targets

with a 5.75 mm diameter, 10.1 mm length, and 3.37 mm laser

entrance holes (LEHs), containing 844 lm inner radius,

64 lm-thick un-doped HDC capsules filled with either D2 or

D3He gas at a mass density in the range of 4� 8 mg/cm3.

The hohlraums were filled with helium gas at the “near-

vacuum” level of 0.032 mg/cm3. The primary diagnostics

were X-ray framing cameras that image hot spot emission

along polar and equatorial views in order to determine the

hot spot shape of the implosion.19 An illustration of the tar-

gets is shown in Fig. 1. The total requested laser power for

each of the six experiments is shown in Fig. 2(a), with cone

fractions shown in Fig. 2(b).

The inner cone full aperture backscatter (FABS) diag-

nostic was also fielded.9 This diagnostic temporally and

spectrally resolves light emerging from the target that is

close to the 3x incident laser wavelength and which propa-

gates directly back up a lower hemisphere 30� incidence

quad. Though typically used to diagnose backward stimu-

lated Brillouin scattering from the 30� cone, it was recently

shown that in NVH, this diagnostic also collects hohlraum

wall specular reflections, or “glint,” from two upper hemi-

sphere quads.20,21 The glint from each experiment was ana-

lyzed in order to provide feedback about wall motion and the

continuity of inner beam propagation during peak power.

Proton spectroscopy was also included on the experi-

ments that used D3He-filled capsules. Wedged Ranged

Filters (WRFs)22 were fielded at four locations near the pole

and three locations near the equator. The WRFs resolve the

energy spectrum of the D3He protons produced by the implo-

sion. The downshift relative to the birth energy of 14.7 MeV

can then be used to infer the shell qR.23 A proton time-of-

flight (pTOF) spectrometer24 was also fielded near the equa-

tor, which is used (in conjunction with the energy spectrum)

to determine the times at which the protons are produced.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section describes the results from each of the

experiments along with radiation-hydrodynamic simulations.

Hot spot symmetry data will be presented chronologically as

shown in Fig. 3. Symmetry is quantified using a Legendre

polynomial decomposition to describe the size and shape of

the implosion; the l¼ 0 value P0 of the 17% emission con-

tour characterizes the size of the hot spot at peak brightness,

and higher order modes account for shape distortions. The

P2 mode (often shown normalized by P0) results from hohl-

raum drive imbalances between the equatorial and polar

FIG. 1. Description of the experiments. The hohlraums had a 5.75 mm diam-

eter, 10.1 mm length, and 3.37 mm laser entrance holes. The 844 lm I.R.

64 lm-thick undoped HDC capsules were filled with DD or D3He gas. The

experiments were diagnosed with X-ray pinhole imaging, wedged ranged fil-

ter proton spectrometers, and a 3x streaked spectrometer to measure glint.
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regions and can quickly degrade implosion performance if

not well controlled.10,11 The symmetry data are shown

alongside hydrodynamic simulation results.

All simulations were run using HYDRA including a

0:9� multiplier7 applied during the peak of the drive, and

adjusting the inner and outer cone wavelengths as an ad hoc

means of enhancing inner beam propagation so as to better

reproduce the hot spot implosion shape. It has been clear for

some time that, in low gas fill hohlraums, radiation-

hydrodynamic models do not accurately predict the radiation

flux symmetry during peak power for ignition-relevant

implosions. Simulations indicate that a density ridge builds

up in the collision region between the hohlraum wall plasma

and the ablator blowoff, eventually altering the location of

inner cone energy deposition and producing a pole-hot fea-

ture in the radiation flux. In simulations, this feature is par-

tially opaque to the inner cone throughout peak power, but

radiation flux symmetry can be maintained in simulations

early in peak power by steadily increasing the cone fraction

(cf. Fig. 2(b)). Simulations also suggest there is a “cliff” near

the end of peak power, at which point the inner cone is fully

impeded and symmetry control is lost. Since experiments are

typically more prolate than simulations (i.e., they are driven

“waist-hot”), it was postulated14,17 that the collision region

requires a kinetic treatment in order to be modeled realisti-

cally, and that it might therefore be less dense than simu-

lated. Since shorter wavelength light reaches a higher critical

density, treating the inner cone as a higher harmonic of the

laser fundamental frequency provides a convenient knob to

propagate through this dense barrier in the simulations. This

rebalances laser energy deposition within the hohlraum with-

out impacting the overall drive, since in both cases, nearly

100% of the laser energy is absorbed within the hohlraum.

The inner cone wavelength providing the best match in each

case will be shown. In all cases, the outer cone is treated as a

longer wavelength (2x) in order to reduce gold M-band radi-

ation in the simulations so as to be in better agreement with

the experimental data. This has a relatively smaller impact

on implosion symmetry in the simulations.

A. N140913—A baseline round implosion

The first shot employing the subscale platform was

N140913. It used a 3-shock design shown in Figs. 2(a) and

2(b). The resulting shape was very close to round at conver-

gence �12�, with P2=P0 ¼ �862% as shown in Fig. 3(a).

This was best reproduced in the HYDRA simulations by

treating the inner cone as 5x and the outer cone as 2x
(5x=2x for short), which established a benchmark from

which to tune subsequent implosions. Table I shows that

other performance metrics, including X-ray bang time, neu-

tron yield, ion temperature, and burn duration, were well-

reproduced by the simulation. The subsequent shots in the

campaign all show a similar level of agreement for these pa-

rameters. The simulated peak hohlraum radiative tempera-

ture—279 eV—excludes the multiplier on peak power that is

used in the simulations to match the bang time.

Figure 4 shows the data from the polar WRFs on this

shot, plotted with a post-processed proton spectrum from the

HYDRA simulation. The first peak near E � 12 MeV corre-

sponds to protons produced when the merged final shock con-

verges at the center of the capsule (“shock flash”). This was

�500� 700 ps prior to peak compression on these shots, so

these protons probe the shell at a radius of �250 lm. When

the shell stagnates and peak compression is achieved, addi-

tional protons are produced that then probe the more highly

compressed shell; this accounts for the second, further down-

shifted, peak in the energy spectrum. The variation in yield at

the different WRF locations near the pole is known to be

caused by electromagnetic fields near the LEH region.25 The

fact that the peak locations in the simulated spectrum are close

to the experimental data indicates that the code is modeling

the shell assembly quite well. More detailed proton data anal-

ysis (for this shot and others) will be described in a separate

paper.

B. N141105—Using peak CF to drive a prolate
implosion

A goal of the initial experiments in the campaign was to

drive very asymmetric implosions on either side of round, so

shot N141105 was designed to drive a prolate implosion by

increasing the inner cone fraction during only the peak of the

laser pulse. As shown in Fig. 3, this was successfully

FIG. 2. Requested laser pulses. (a) The total power for each experiment is

shown, along with (b) the inner cone fraction. N141105 overlays N140913

except during peak power, and N150126 overlays N141211 except during

the second shock and rise to peak power. N141124 and N151227 are very

similar to N140913 in terms of cone fraction, but have different pulse

lengths and peak powers. The laser always delivered close to the request,

with all beams participating on each experiment.
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achieved, giving P2=P0 ¼ 3563%. More importantly, the

best simulation match, with near-perfect agreement in terms

of both size and shape, used the model that was benchmarked

on the previous experiment. This suggests that cone fraction

changes can be made within the same overall pulse envelope

without compromising the model’s ability to reproduce hot

spot shape, and that once a set point has been established, it

might enable predictable tuning of subsequent implosions.

Along with N140913, this pair of shots also provides an

empirical playbook for the effect of a peak cone fraction

change on hot spot shape. The average delivered cone frac-

tion during peak power was increased from �0:296 to

�0:369, which changed P2 from �5.5 lm to þ22.8 lm. The

resulting playbook is DP2=DCF � ð3:960:4Þ lm/%.

We compare the empirical sensitivity of hot spot P2 to

peak cone fraction to the following simple 2D analytic view-

factor model.2,26 We approximate the hohlraum as spatially

uniform in radiation temperature Trad except for additional

emission at the laser cone spots and lack of emission at the

LEH positions. The capsule hot spot P2 is then the product

of the shell distance traveled and the sum of contributing P2

drive asymmetries from inner and outer beams and the LEH,

given by

FIG. 3. Implosion shape viewed from equatorial port 90–78 compared to hydrodynamic simulations for each experiment.

TABLE I. Shot N140913 performance metrics.

Data Simulation

DD yield ð2:760:2Þ � 1011 3:1� 1011

DD Tion (keV) 2.5 6 0.3 2.4

X-ray bang time (ns) 8:1560:02 8.1

Burn width (ps) 280 6 20 280

Peak Trad: 28665 279

FIG. 4. Simulated versus experimental proton spectrum. The data from the

four polar WRFs on N140913 are plotted with HYDRA’s post-processed

proton spectrum. The energy downshift of each peak is indicative of the

shell qR at shock flash and compression bang time.
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P2 ¼ �5 R0 � P0ð Þ

� Pi
2Si

2�þ Po
2So

2 1� �ð Þ � PLEH
2 SLEH

2 XLEH=XWð ÞF
Fþ 1

� �
;

(1)

where 5 represents the 2nþ 1 Pn normalization term, R0 and

P0 are the average capsule radius at the start of acceleration

and at stagnation such that R0 � P0 is the distance traveled,

S2 is the fraction of P2 at capsule radius remaining from an

applied P2 at the spot or LEH radius (the smoothing factor),

the superscripts i and o refer to inner and outer cones, � is a

solid angle weighted peak power cone fraction, and XLEH

and XW are the solid angles subtended by the LEH and hohl-

raum wall at the capsule. F is the ratio of recirculating flux to

laser produced flux, conveniently related to the hohlraum

losses by F ¼ a=½ð1� aÞ þ XLEH=XW �; where a is the flux

weighted average albedo of the hohlraum at peak power

given by Ref. 3 a ¼ 1� 0:66=ðT0:7
rads

0:46Þ, Trad is the radia-

tion temperature (in 102 eV) at time t¼ 1 ns after the start of

peak laser power, and s is the duration of peak power drive

(in ns). The flux losses to the subscale capsule are ignored in

calculating F since it is a small surface area relative to the

LEHs, which in turn are small relative to the hohlraum wall.

Taking the derivative of Eq. (1) with respect to the

weighted inner cone fraction �, using Po
2So

2ð1� �Þ � �Pi
2Si

2�
þPLEH

2 SLEH
2 ðXLEH=XWÞF since the data are taken near

P2 ¼ 0, yields

DP2 ¼ �5 R0 � P0ð Þ Pi
2Si

2 � PLEH
2 SLEH

2 XLEH=XWð ÞF
Fþ 1

� �
D�

1� � :

(2)

The average smoothing factors are extracted from Fig. 61 in

Lindl et al.,2 assuming a trajectory weighted capsule radius

of 0.6 mm and assuming that the effective radii or centroid

distance of the inner and outer laser spots and LEH are

given by their initial values: 2.8, 3.8, and 5.1 mm, respec-

tively. This is a reasonable approximation as the laser spots

move in time almost tangentially with respect to the nearest

capsule surface. P2 for the laser spots is defined as the sec-

ond Legendre moment weighting 0:5ð cos2ðhÞ � 1Þ, where h
is the angle subtended with respect to the hohlraum axis by

the centroid of the cone spots. For the LEH, we use the solid

angle weighted h � 12�. Substituting for all parameters

(R0 ¼ 800 lm, P0 ¼ 50 lm, Pi
2 � �0:5 since the inner cone

deposits near the P2 antinode at 90�; Si
2 ¼ 0:43; PLEH

2

¼0:94; SLEH
2 ¼0:35;XLEH=XW¼0:05; a¼0:75 and F¼2.5

for Trad¼290eV and t¼1.7ns, and �¼0:3) yields DP2

¼3:9lm/% D� (or �3:9lm/%CF since � is close to the

value of CF in this case), matching the measured value. We

can thus say that this pair of NVH behaved as expected

from a simple viewfactor perspective.

C. N141124 and N141211—Oblate implosions driven
by pulse length extensions

Since another goal of the campaign was to investigate the

effect of hohlraum filling on implosion symmetry and the fidel-

ity of hydrodynamic simulations, the subsequent experiments

N141124 and N141211 used extended length laser pulses. This

allows more time for hohlraum filling, which impedes the

inner cone at late time and produces a pole-hot radiation flux

onto the capsule according to radiation-hydrodynamic simula-

tions. N141124 extended peak power, but at a level (200 TW)

that was 1/3 lower than the original laser pulse so as to better

conserve the total laser energy. N141211 instead extended the

first shock by 2 ns (lowering the trough power in order to again

conserve total laser energy), thereby delaying peak power. Fig.

2(a) shows the pulse shape changes.

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show that both implosions were driven

significantly oblate, with P2=P0 ¼ �4761% on N141124 and

P2=P0 ¼ �3264% on N141211. The fact that pulse length

was the main parameter adjustment on these two shots suggests

that laser spot motion induced by hohlraum filling modified the

hot spot symmetry. However, the model used to reproduce hot

spot shape on the prior two shots no longer gives the best

match. On N141124, setting the inner cone wavelength to 7x
is still not enough to match the observed hot spot shape. While

this could indicate that inner cone propagation needs to be

enhanced still further, it may also simply be due to the fact that

the equatorial shape data are saturated; empirically, we have

observed that the hot spot shape does not respond linearly to

drive aymmetries outside of P2=P0 ¼ 640%.

On N141211, the discrepancy goes in the opposite direc-

tion, with a 4x=2x model best reproducing the hot spot

shape. The most general takeaway is that the perturbations to

these experiments (significant pulse length changes and/or

the peak power reduction on N141124) were too large for

the previously benchmarked model to remain the best predic-

tor of hot spot shape.

D. N150126—An implosion with compensating drive
asymmetries

Since the extended foot did in fact drive the implosion

oblate on N141211, shot N150126 used the same total power

but with an increased cone fraction during the second shock

and the rise to peak power (leaving the peak CF unchanged),

in order to test the effect of introducing compensating drive

asymmetries on performance and our ability to predict hot

spot shape. By increasing the delivered cone fraction from

CF¼ 0.288 to CF¼ 0.512 (cf. Fig. 2(b)), the hot spot P2

changed from �22.7 lm to þ9.3 lm. The resulting playbook

for this epoch of the laser pulse is DP2=DCF � ð1:4360:13Þ
lm/%, a little more than 1/3 of the peak cone fraction sensi-

tivity found earlier.

Although Fig. 3 shows only the hot spot shape at peak

X-ray emission (X-ray bang time), the shape is actually

resolved in time for several hundred ps around bang time

using the X-ray framing cameras. It is interesting to note that

on this shot, the implosion appeared to be “non-swinging”

through bang time, meaning that the hot spot shape appeared

relatively static as it converged, as shown in Fig. 5. We gen-

erally assume that this is a signature of a well-behaved im-

plosion; although in this case, we believe that the radiation

flux is waist-hot during the second shock and rise to peak

power, then pole-hot at the end of peak power, even if the

end result is a fairly round implosion. N141105 and

N141211 were becoming more prolate and oblate at peak
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emission, respectively, consistent with the late time asymme-

try on each experiment. N141124, on the other hand, appears

static despite the dominant late pole-hot radiation flux, which

may provide additional evidence that the shape was saturated

and did not fully reflect the drive asymmetry.

E. N151227—A shorter pulse to mitigate symmetry
degradation by hohlraum filling

The goal of the final experiment, N151227, was to test a

modified 3-shock pulse shape designed to give better perform-

ance in a cryogenic DT-layered experiment. Simulations sug-

gested that the original N140913 drive was adequately

symmetric for an intermediate convergence (�12�) symcap

implosion but not for a more stringent higher convergence

(�27�) DT implosion due to a late time hohlraum filling

effect. To mitigate this, the duration of peak power was trun-

cated, reducing the overall pulse length to 6.4 ns from 6.85 ns

in order to turn off the drive before the onset of the radiation

flux asymmetry. To reach a similar hohlraum radiation tem-

perature with the shorter pulse, the amplitude of peak power

was increased to 350 TW. The second and third shocks were

also slightly delayed to have correct shock timing for a DT-

layered implosion. All changes are apparent in Fig. 2(a). The

cone fraction trajectory remained very similar to N140913 as

shown in Fig. 2(b). The 5x=2x model was used to design the

pulse shape, because it had yielded the best agreement with

most of the prior shots in the campaign. But as shown in Fig.

3(f), the resulting shape came out quite prolate at

P2=P0 ¼ 3164%, which was ultimately better reproduced

using a more aggressive 9x=2x model.

F. Reconciling N140913 and N151227 with the help
of glint

As discussed earlier, radiation-hydrodynamic models do

not accurately predict the radiation flux symmetry during peak

power for ignition-relevant implosions due to inaccurate treat-

ment of a dense feature that builds up between the hohlraum

wall plasma and the ablator blowoff. In simulations, this feature

is partially opaque to the inner cone during early peak power,

but radiation flux symmetry can be maintained at that time by

steadily increasing the cone fraction. Simulations also suggest

that there is a “cliff” near the end of peak power, at which point

the inner cone is fully impeded and symmetry control is lost.

N151227 was specifically designed to avoid the cliff near

the end of the laser pulse; not only does a discrepancy remain

between nominal 3x=3x HYDRA simulations and the experi-

mental hot spot shape, changing the inner cone wavelength in

simulations is much less effective at reproducing hot spot

symmetry. A possible explanation is that, early in peak power,

the gold and carbon do interpenetrate more freely in experi-

ments than in simulations such that the region remains trans-

parent to the inner cone. The cone fraction increase intended

to offset the partial obscuration, then, would instead drive the

implosion waist-hot, which could explain the hot spot shape

on N151227. In that case, the N140913 hot spot shape could

be explained by the fact that the late time cliff does exist in

reality and introduces a compensating asymmetry, resulting in

a nearly round implosion at peak emission.

The glint data measured by the FABS diagnostic was ana-

lyzed for each experiment and provides evidence to bolster

this hypothesis. Streaked spectra are shown for four of the

shots in Fig. 6, overplotted with the incident inner quad laser

pulse. Glint is the feature that is blue-shifted with respect to

the incident laser wavelength (Dk < 0); two of the shots have

an additional red-shifted feature that is backward stimulated

Brillouin scattering. Glint appears at time zero when the lasers

are first incident on the metallic gold wall, and it disappears as

the wall ionizes and the density scale length increases. It then

reappears during the second and third shocks due to the

FIG. 5. P2=P0 as a function of time. N141105 and N141211 are swinging pro-

late and oblate, respectively, due to a peak radiation flux asymmetry. N140913

is non-swinging, as is N150126 despite large compensating radiation flux

asymmetries. N141124 is also non-swinging, possibly due to saturation.

FIG. 6. Glint data from four shots. The streaked spectrum is shown as a

function of time, overplotted with the inner cone incident quad pulse shape.

The time history is plotted above and compared to the radiation flux symme-

try from a 3x=3x HYDRA simulation.
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increased power, at which time the reflectivity is on the order

of 1%.20 The glint wavelength is related to the velocity of

(and flow rate through) the turning point of the glinting beams

(�nc=4 where nc is the critical density for 3x light);27 it is

quite consistent for all of these shots and suggests that the

hohlraum filling dynamics do not substantially change.

N140913, N141105, and N151227 had very similar glint

traces in terms of duration. While the glint signals ceased

prior to the end of peak power on the former two shots, it

lasted for the full laser pulse length on N151227. That is,

consistent with HYDRA simulations indicating that

N140913 and N141105 suffered from a cliff at late time,

which motivated the N151227 pulse shape changes. On

N141124, with reduced peak power, the glint signal ends a

few hundred picoseconds earlier than the other shots. While

this might simply be due to increased absorption in the

cooler hohlraum interior, it may also indicate a difference in

hohlraum filling due to the large reduction in peak power.

Either way, the fact that glint ceases well before the end of

the implosion is consistent with late time impeded inner

beam propagation and the observed oblate shape.

In fact, the time at which the glint signal disappears on

each experiment seems to coincide fairly closely with the

time at which HYDRA predicts the onset of radiation flux

asymmetry, suggesting that the cliff (which is causing the

flux asymmetry) is captured somewhat realistically. This is

included in Fig. 6, which for each shot shows the glint time

history plotted with the radiation flux symmetry from a nom-

inal 3x=3x HYDRA simulation. A pole-hot radiation drive

is positive and a waist-hot radiation drive is negative; the

late time positive spike on N140913, N141105, and

N141124 results from obstructed inner beam propagation.

Similarly, the shots conducted with an extended foot

(N141211 and N150126), which are not shown, exhibited

very weak glint signals that ended well before the end of the

laser pulses. The strong pole-hot feature is absent from the

N151227 simulation due to the shorter pulse length.

Changing the inner cone wavelength in simulations is

inherently limited because it is a single knob that is partially

suppressing both the early peak power mild obscuration and

the late peak power cliff. This could explain why a given

model works locally (i.e., benchmarking to N140913 allowed

predictable tuning of N141105) but not when the balance of

the two effects changes (i.e., when the cliff is removed as in

N151227 or exacerbated with a longer pulse length). In this

scenario, the implosion N140913 was close to round because

the drive included compensating asymmetries during peak

power. It appeared well-behaved in that the shape was not

changing at peak convergence, but N150126 revealed that it is

possible to drive much larger compensating asymmetries and

still obtains a non-swinging hot spot.

Having shown that cone fraction changes alter implosion

symmetry in line with expectations, and having derived em-

pirical playbooks for symmetry tuning using cone fraction at

this scale, we can use those playbooks to symmetrize the

N151227 pulse shape design. The delivered cone fraction dur-

ing peak power on N151227 increased from about CF¼ 0.235

to CF¼ 0.325 at the end of the pulse, with an average peak

cone fraction of CF � 0:279. Since N151227 had P2 ¼ 24:8
lm, our empirical playbook suggests a peak cone fraction of

CF � 0:215 would result in a round hot spot at bang time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In 5.75 mm diameter indirect-drive ICF near-vacuum

hohlraums, a case-to-capsule ratio of 3.2 is an attractive scale

because it provides enough room for inner beam propagation

(thus allowing a symmetric radiation flux) while reaching high

radiative temperatures and while keeping the fuel adiabat low

enough to obtain significant neutron yields. We have demon-

strated the ability to tune from oblate to prolate at this scale

through cone fraction and pulse length changes. In several

instances, changing the wavelengths of the inner and outer

cones in simulations provides a convenient method of enhanc-

ing inner beam propagation in order to reproduce measured

hot spot symmetry. After benchmarking such a model on

existing experimental data, it is especially useful for making

pure cone fraction changes. However, such an approach may

not work in the absence of a late-time stagnation feature, as

was the case on N151227. The empirical playbooks derived

here—DP2=DCF � ð3:960:4Þlm/% at the peak and

DP2=DCF � ð1:4360:13Þ lm/% during the second shock and

rise to peak—could be used to correct the cone fraction trajec-

tory of N151227 in order to design an implosion that is driven

symmetrically throughout the entire pulse duration.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL SHOT PERFORMANCE
METRICS

For the sake of posterity, key experimental parameters

for each shot are included in Table II. The first three experi-

ments and N150126 used capsules that were filled with a

TABLE II. Shot performance metrics.

N140913 N141105 N141124 N141211 N150126 N151227

DD yield ð1011Þ 2.7 6 0.2 2.3 6 0.2 1.6 6 0.2 43 6 3 2.0 6 0.3 43 6 3

DD Tion (keV) 2.5 6 0.3 2.5 6 0.2 2.3 6 0.2 2.6 6 0.1 2.6 6 0.1 2.6 6 0.1

X-ray BT (ns) 8.15 6 0.02 8.11 6 0.05 8.82 6 0.02 10.16 6 0.02 10.1 6 0.05 8.31 6 0.05

Burn width (ps) 280 6 20 230 6 40 260 6 60 260 6 30 280 6 40 290 6 40

Dante Trad: (eV) 286 6 5 282 6 5 261 6 5 279 6 5 279 6 5 293 6 5
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mixture of 30% atomic fraction deuterium and 70% atomic

fraction helium-3. The remaining, higher yield, experiments

used capsules filled with 100% deuterium.
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